Measuring time-frequency importance functions of speech with bubble noise.
Listeners can reliably perceive speech in noisy conditions, but it is not well understood what specific features of speech they use to do this. This paper introduces a data-driven framework to identify the time-frequency locations of these features. Using the same speech utterance mixed with many different noise instances, the framework is able to compute the importance of each time-frequency point in the utterance to its intelligibility. The mixtures have approximately the same global signal-to-noise ratio at each frequency, but very different recognition rates. The difference between these intelligible vs unintelligible mixtures is the alignment between the speech and spectro-temporally modulated noise, providing different combinations of "glimpses" of speech in each mixture. The current results reveal the locations of these important noise-robust phonetic features in a restricted set of syllables. Classification models trained to predict whether individual mixtures are intelligible based on the location of these glimpses can generalize to new conditions, successfully predicting the intelligibility of novel mixtures. They are able to generalize to novel noise instances, novel productions of the same word by the same talker, novel utterances of the same word spoken by different talkers, and, to some extent, novel consonants.